Yr3 Learning Letter -

Friday 1st December 2017

Martha & Lisa’s Class
We said goodbye to the Stone Age this week as we began to look at the huge impact
the discovery of metal had to life in Britain. Ask your child about why making
bronze changed lives and some of the main things it was used for. Next week we
will be researching Stonehenge,
Stonehenge so if you’d like to start finding out about this
amazing Bronze Age monument over the weekend that would be great!
Everyone finished writing their surveys in our computing lesson this week and we
then started collecting responses from each other. The children really enjoyed
completing each others surveys and are looking forward to analyzing the data they
have collected next week. They were all very impressed that the software we are using
makes graphs of their responses for them!
The grammar work from last week has continued as the children have decided on all
of the specific language they will need to use to write their recipes. We have written a
very thorough plan and they are ready to start writing the method on Monday. In
addition, the children worked in pairs to write introductions to their recipes and were
able to use excellent adjectives to make them sound fabulous!
Maths this week has included adding and subtracting multiples of 100 from any
number, which the children proved very good at! We also used this skill when
problem solving working in pairs. Next week we will be starting to use the short
column method of addition and subtraction, and we also worked with dienes this
week to help us prepare for this, remembering to line up the hundreds, tens and ones.
Using maths equipment to move towards the short method of addition:
Thank you to all of Horniman Trip helpers
on Monday. I think you’ll agree that the
children really showed how much they have
been learning in their current Plants topic.

In RE the children learnt about the
Hindu place of worship ⋅ the Mandir.
Please ask them to tell you about what
you would see inside a Mandir, how the
temples are used by Hindu worshippers and how Hindu people show their respect to
God.
In Music lessons and in class, the children have been busy learning the songs
for the Yr2/3 Christmas show.

Christmas Show times are:
Thursday 14th December @2.30pm
@2.30pm and Friday 15th December @10am

Home Learning:
*The Yr3 spellings the children have been learning in class this
week are attached in the form of a word search.

*Maths Home Learning: Try starting at any number up to 1000 and asking your
child to count up or back in hundreds, or to add or subtract any multiple of one
hundred.
Now write a sentence for each spelling in your best handwriting!

